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Game of Trains: Written for topical news site Raised by NY

George RR Martin sits at home and laughs as Game of Thrones destroys lives. How is this dissimilar to the MTA?

Daenerys Targaryen – The L Train “You would be not only respected and feared, you would be loved.” Just like our friend the
L train, Daenerys was born to rule. Most of us live and die by the fickle nature of the L, and thusly it is both loved and feared.
Also like, that hair is straight out of Williamsburg.

Arya Stark – The 7 Train Misunderstood, often masquerading as something it’s not, sometimes locked away in its little subway
station until it’s freed by the MTA: the 7 train is the literal Arya Stark equivalent.

Sansa Start – The 42nd Street Shuttle Sansa has had a rough go of it. She’s very nice to look at, but she doesn’t have a whole
lot of say in things. She and the 42nd Street Shuttle have a lot in common. They are both brimming with eagerness, and the
potential to be tasked with more than they are given.

Tyrion Lannister – The G Train What the G lacks in power, size, speed, and quality of service, it makes up for in charm. We’ve
all heard stories of the once great G train and how it could take you anywhere you wanted to go…in Brooklyn. We anxiously
await the day that Tyrion, and the G train rise to power again.

Jon Snow – The D Train

The bastard son of the B and the F train, Jon Snow…er I mean the D train is pretty underrated. Sure, it’s a blast to make fun of,
and you could probably go the rest of your life without taking it. But let’s be honest, it’s probably gotten you out of some sticky
situations, and you’d miss it if it were gone for good.

Cersei Lannister – LOL She’s Uber.

Queen Cersei is the epitome of class and elegance, even in a time that had no running water. She wouldn’t be caught dead in
a subway. She is the Uber Black Car, bow down to her.

Theon Greyjoy – The Q Train

Sure, you used to love the Q train when you first moved to Manhattan. “It’s so great! It’s express!” But of late, just like Theon,
it has betrayed you time and time again, and you just can’t trust it anymore. Sadly now the Q is to you, what Ramsay Bolton
is to poor old Theon Greyjoy. It reeks.
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A personal journey: The Unhappiest Place on Earth

My parents decided that at the ripe old age of 6, I was ready for Disney world. They sensed my exponentially increasing seriousness, and thought that an injection of

childhood would be just what I needed to turn that frown upside down. Not to say I was an unhappy kid, I just have chronic bitch face, which wasn't diagnosed until

much later in my adolescence.

So, on the eve of my sixth birthday, we loaded into the town car (which I of course had demanded), and drove off to the relative garbage dump that is

LaGuardia International Airport. I was over the moon excited. Not only was I going to the happiest place on earth, but I was going to have my parents undivided

attention for the whole trip. Not that I didn't have that at home, but I was really able to milk it on vacations.

As far as I was concerned, the best part of any vacation is the pool. I would be in the water for hours forcing my parents to rate my hand-stands. "What do you

mean a perfect 10? My toes weren't pointed. That was barely a 7! Get your head in the game mother!” It should be known that I did this on dry land as well. It was tons

of fun for all involved. We were going to be staying at the Grand Floridian, which had a fucking piano shaped pool! The only exciting pool shape I had ever seen was a

kidney bean, and like, ew. I had not stopped talking about going in this pool from the moment my parents showed it to me on the computer months prior. I didn't give

two shits about Mickey Mouse. I wanted in that pool. Stat!

We checked into the hotel, which was absolutely gorgeous by the way, and I started yammering about that damn pool again. The irony of all this of course

being that my love of swimming would later be completely beaten out of me by crippling body image issues, and my larger than life fear of sharks. My parents, bless

their hearts, had gotten us a patio level room. All we had to do was put on our suits, and sashay out of the sliding glass doors and we would be poolside in seconds.

I almost peed my tiny little pants. In a rare moment of childishness, I began rifling through my suitcase looking for my tie dye speedo tankini with the criss cross straps

that my mother hated. "Damn these criss cross straps, I can never get them quite right."

"Let's go mother! I want to swim!"

I had my hot little hands pressed against the sliding door, willing my body to just ghost through it when disaster struck.

Literal disaster. Okay relax, not literal disaster.

My dad got a phone call that our alarm system at home had been tripped, and that it was likely someone had broken into the house.

I don't remember being all that concerned about the situation. Obviously I had packed all of my most precious items: my autograph book (so far only signed

by my grandma), my best fanny-pack, and of course my "travel beanie baby" (Oh god, I hope the robbers don't take the tags off my collectors edition St. Patrick's Day bear).

The only thing I was concerned about was the fact that this whole debacle was delaying my pool time.

This was absolutely the most excruciating torture that I had ever endured. My father was on the phone with Protection One for hours. My mother, much to his

chagrin was doing her best to back seat drive the conversation. Remember, this was before cell phones. What?

And then you had poor little me, pacing back and forth, staring at that beautiful pool, so close, yet so far.

The matter was resolved in a few hours. As it turns out, there had been no break in at all. Just our fucking landscaper who bumped a window well with his

lawn mower, setting off the alarm. Come on universe! Why couldn't someone have busted in and just tossed the place a little? If only to give validation to my suffering!

I realize now that this sounds ridiculous, but don't you remember being six?

I finally did get in that glorious pool, and as punishment for making me wait, I treated my parents to an hour long improvised water acrobatic show, where

afterwards they had to sit down with me and give their constructive criticism. Now that's my kind of vacation. The next day we made it to the park. Second on my

vacation to do list was to finally get one of those super cool looking hair wraps that all my asshole friends had already gotten on their island vacations. If you don't

remember what a hair wrap is, it's basically a small amount of hair, wound from root to tip with embroidery thread, and tied off at the end with some sort of charm,

typically something celestial. So. Very. 90's. I actually think I saw a girl un-ironically wearing one the other day, and that scares me. continued
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Anyway, they were absolutely all the rage and I wanted one. Clearly my Disney priorities were completely fucked up. My parents could have saved them-

selves a butt-load of money by taking me to a craft fair, followed by the community pool. But that's neither here nor there.

It wasn't hard to find a hair wrap stand. It was the rage of the summer so naturally there was a lovely island woman stationed on every corner of downtown

Disney.

I sidled up to one near Goofy's Barnstormer (I would later find out that I wasn't tall enough for any other roller coasters, and was relegated to riding this one

for the entire duration of my stay) and requested a pink and purple (my favorite colors at the time) hair wrap with a crescent moon charm on the end. Se-he-he-xy.

Now at this time, I considered myself a bit of a fashionista. I hadn't yet lapsed into wearing Merell slip-ons and transition lenses full time yet. I didn't want my

hair wrap in the standard, top of the head, near the front of the face placement. Oh how pedestrian. I had a much more subtle aesthetic. I wanted mine behind my ear

at the nape of my neck, so it would just peak out from time to time. Oh how chic! Also, I was planning on keeping mine in for a good long time, and I had seen how

a top placement looks as those bitches' roots would grow in. In a word: TACKY.

What the hair wrap lady should have said was, "I don't think that's such a good idea." (Not that I would have listened, but a heads-up would have been nice)

What she said was, "Okay. First you pay."

As it turns out, all those idiotic girls with basic hair wrap placement were actually on to something. As the woman started tightly winding the thread around

50 of my softest, most sensitive, baby hairs, I realized that I had made a big mistake. But, much like the way I continued to live out the rest of my life, I said nothing.

I gritted what few teeth I had at the moment, and smiled pretty as she squeezed the life out of my neck skin. I told myself that it probably only hurt while she was doing

it, like a tattoo!

Wrong.

It actually hurt more when she was done, which was a fun surprise. It hurt to turn my head, take my clothes off, and breathe. This was long before I started

willingly ripping all the hair off my body, and was unaccustomed to the feeling. But I will say, it looked freaking cool. I was basically Vanessa Hudgens at Coachella

before Coachella was anything more than a valley. I decided that it was worth the pain, and I tried to forget about it, only to be reminded every time the wind shifted.

I’d only had my precious hair accessory about three days before the fountain incident.

"Ooh, what's the fountain incident?"

Well let me tell you.

After a few days of fun, sun, and waiting on monstrously long lines, we decided to go to the largely unpopular, and for good reason, water park portion of

Disney. It was pretty lame, as to be expected. But, I tried my best to have a good time. My mom and I were playing around in this square that would randomly shoot

up water from various holes in the ground.

My scientific curiosity had gotten the best of me and I bent down to survey the inner workings of this aquatic system, my hair wrap grazing the ground.

Apparently my mother had a similar thought, and stepped closer to take a look. My idiot father with a disposable camera called our names to turn around for a picture.

And like I always do when I hear a sudden noise, I shot up like a rocket, leaving my hair wrap, and all the hair it encompassed, trapped under one of my mother's

"petite nine and a halves."

I didn't cry, because crying is for children and I of course was a middle-aged woman. But I did give Wendy a stern lecture about watching where's she's going

with her Nike's. And that was the end of my hair wrap experience. We wrapped up, pun intended, the vacation and I went home with a golden tan, slightly less hair,

and a wart from that pathetic excuse for a water park.
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SCLS: 30 sec TV:
Older couple sitting in armchairs. As they speak, running
totals of expenses are being calculated above their heads.
Emory’s gets higher, Marge’s stays at zero
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www.threevillageneurology.com
(All website copy)



Just for fun: Tagline Improvement for a box office bust.
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IT’S EVERYONE’S FAULT!


